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Overview
The International Affairs Program (IAFS) is an interdisciplinary undergraduate program and one of the largest majors on campus. We are housed in the Division of Social Sciences within the College of Arts and Sciences. Five of our teaching faculty hold joint appointments with IAFS and their tenure home departments in the Social Sciences or Humanities. Other faculty who teach courses on the IAFS curriculum, including members of the IAFS Committee, hold appointments in the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences in the College of Arts and Sciences, and in the College of Music.

This white paper focuses on the interdisciplinary approach that works for IAFS. There is no one paradigm of how to be interdisciplinary. The College of Arts and Sciences, for example, is home to a number of successful interdisciplinary units, including Ethnic Studies, International Affairs, and Women and Gender Studies. Each unit has developed its own model of interdisciplinarity in order to meet its unique teaching, research, and service needs. We believe our program can provide one useful model, and we hope the Academic Futures Committee will keep it in mind as it develops a vision of interdisciplinary teaching. That said, interdisciplinary structures and approaches must be tailored to meet the aspirations and requirements of particular units.

Goals
IAFS facilitates cross-disciplinary and cross-divisional education. With our unique organizational structure and our commitment to undergraduate learning, we strive to be a model for how interdisciplinary organizations can work. Critical to our success are our cooperative relationships with cognate departments and programs: building pathways to collaborate with other units is fundamental to our teaching mission.

Intellectual Goals
IAFS seeks to foster intellectual community, primarily among students and also among faculty. We are eager to build on our existing system, which creates opportunities for interdisciplinary work and equips students with the skills they need to seize those opportunities.
Organizational Goals

The program’s faculty, both teaching faculty with IAFS appointments and faculty in other departments who sit on the IAFS Committee, range across disciplines, divisions, and colleges. We seek a flexible organizational structure that allows us not only to continue to make wide-ranging appointments, jointly or fully rostered, but also to foster creative and innovative approaches to undergraduate education. We have explored the possibility of a Master’s program and our interdisciplinary model may extend to the graduate level in the future.

IAFS Interdisciplinary Model

IAFS is an extremely successful undergraduate teaching program. Our curriculum explicitly integrates experiential learning through study abroad, internships, and service learning. Over half our majors study abroad, the largest number on campus, and we support these students through our Global Grants scholarship program, our main fundraising initiative. We have a thriving Latin honors program, one of the largest in the College of Arts and Sciences. All our majors graduate with advanced skills in at least one other language. Overall, our major is designed to educate students on relevant global issues and theories, and to position students to engage with the world as informed global citizens.

We accomplish all this despite being one of the most rigorous majors on campus. Our curriculum is complex and demanding, and the major requires 51 credits plus third-year language proficiency. Students must complete coursework across four functional areas: Development and Culture; International Economics, Business, and Political Economy; Political Geography, International Security, and Foreign Policy; and Institutions, Rights, and Norms. Our major also requires an area studies concentration, allowing students to specialize in a geographic region of the world. Our organizational structure flows from this interdisciplinary curriculum.

In practical terms, this means that IAFS is interdisciplinary in terms of teaching, research (both faculty and student research), and organization. This is a crucial point: the values-driven interdisciplinary work we’ve done so successfully in IAFS cannot be reduced to a simple organizational structure. Rather, it requires a flexible and responsive organization to deal with complexity.

Fundamentals of Interdisciplinarity

Our interdisciplinary reach extends beyond the social sciences (our home division). Pathways between the arts and humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences are central to our students’ learning, both through the major and our certificate programs. Genuinely invested governance is also key. A flexible administrative structure allows us to get things done creatively and efficiently. Our specialized staff have experience and training in interdisciplinary environments. Our commitment to the International Affairs community informs our decisions and actions.
Values-driven Interdisciplinary Work
Our values are fundamental to our work and derive from our undergraduate teaching mission. IAFS is a student-centered program and we prioritize excellence in undergraduate education. Our faculty and staff are committed to and engaged with this mission. We also value our role as good citizens in the College and on campus. The strong relationships that we build make tangible contributions to student success.

Relationship-building
Our work requires daily cooperation with other departments, programs, and offices. Excellent relationships allow us to deliver an excellent program. In short, it requires diplomacy to work across disciplinary boundaries.

Working with a complicated curriculum that draws upon multiple disciplines also requires our faculty and staff to exercise judgment on a daily basis. Our joint hires must balance their obligations in their tenure homes with their commitments to IAFS. Our staff need to use their discretion to build relationships to fulfill program and curriculum goals. IAFS staff members work more independently than staff in many units because our faculty are far-flung, in different units, divisions, and even colleges.

Culture
Our culture is a key to our success. Once again, our culture stems from our values as a student-centered program. We are a high-functioning unit with a welcoming, positive culture that is based on mutual respect among students, faculty and staff. We aim to model enthusiasm and engagement for our students, and we want to make it easy and pleasant for other units to cooperate with us.

Interdisciplinary Issues
IAFS must creatively deal with issues and problems in a constantly changing setting. Some examples:

- Because we draw upon offerings from many different units, we create semester-specific course lists for registering students. We rely on courses in ECON, ENVS, HIST, GEOG, PSCI, WGST, the language departments, and beyond for these lists. Each semester, we must monitor the list for gaps in offerings for particular geographic concentrations, cancelled classes, classes in other departments with specific enrollment restrictions, and new or special offerings in other departments that enhance our curriculum.
- Our student degree audit is complex and must be updated with specific offerings and topics each semester. Our advisors must educate our majors on how to use the audit and other program materials we develop in order to stay on track with degree requirements. Study Abroad coursework adds to the complexity, as over half our majors have courses that transfer to their audits. Study Abroad courses must be approved for our major requirements and any unusual cases must be individually placed in the audit.
- Our third-year language requirement is a cornerstone of the major, but sometimes requires case-by-case assessment. Students may come to the major with native or heritage language skills, or with high school diplomas from other countries. Different language departments have different policies on whether native speakers can take their language classes, so there cannot be one single approach. Additionally, in cases where students have proficiency in a language not offered at CU, we must work with ALTEC to test the student’s proficiency.

- Our interdisciplinary nature affects our budget and hiring. Most of our student credit hours are generated through courses in other departments. We must factor this into our operating budget, which is calculated in part through SCH. We must also factor in our lower SCH numbers for hiring proposals to the College.

- Our hiring arrangements must be flexible. Our teaching assistants come from the doctoral programs of our cognate departments, and those departments must meet their own instructional needs before assigning their graduate students to us. We must also respect the needs of other departments when creating MOUs, scheduling shared faculty, and planning cross-listed classes.

- While campus conversations about interdisciplinary teaching frequently involve team teaching, our model is different. IAFS courses are interdisciplinary in the sense that one instructor, with training and experience, integrates multiple disciplines into the course. This is specifically laid out in our program teaching standards. Maintaining the interdisciplinary nature of our IAFS courses is especially important in our gateway class, IAFS 1000: Global Issues and International Affairs, and our required senior seminar, IAFS 4500: The Post-Cold War World.

**Conclusion**

Interdisciplinarity is not about efficiency or consolidation. IAFS has particular organizational challenges in areas including curriculum building, the structuring of finances, and study abroad. Given the values-driven nature of our program, creative teachers and dedicated, well-trained staff are crucial for IAFS to function effectively. We must work together as a team to solve problems and foster relationships. In sum, our approach to interdisciplinarity works best with a flexible and cooperative organizational structure that allows us to meet our students’ needs.
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Academic advising is central to the success of students, academic units, and the university as a whole. There are three key aspects of advising that we hope the university will nurture. Our conclusions are based largely on the experiences of the International Affairs Program (IAFS) as an interdisciplinary undergraduate major, but we believe that they may apply more broadly.

Advisors Should Have Specialized Training and Experience with the Discipline(s) and Other Requirements of the Units They Serve

Advisors who have relevant experience will be best placed to advise students on the particularities of their discipline and unit. In the case of IAFS, we hope we can retain advisors who have specialized experience and training in interdisciplinary work. Our current advisors, because they have worked in interdisciplinary environments, are well equipped to guide students through our complex curriculum.

One example of the importance of specialized advising knowledge relates to our catalog process, which plays an important role in IAFS’s efforts to serve future students as effectively as possible. Including specialized advising knowledge in this process is crucial, especially for students who study abroad. Relying on standardized advising practices can potentially lead to problems. This year, the Office of the Registrar oversaw the creation of a four-year IAFS plan to graduation, written in accordance with general advising knowledge. However, this four-year plan included information that would potentially interfere with progression to graduation for IAFS majors. It recommended students consult their degree audit when registering, rather than our semester-specific list of courses. Given our reliance on special topic sections in other departments that are approved on a semester-to-semester basis, we need in-unit advisors with curricular and interdisciplinary experience to ensure our students progress toward graduation. Additionally, our four-year plan did not mention study abroad. Since over half our majors study abroad, students must work individually with our IAFS advisors to understand the various ways study abroad coursework may work for IAFS degree requirements.

Advisors Should Have Appropriate Workloads
Currently, academic advisors carry heavy caseloads, which prevent them from carrying out non-essential but valuable tasks that would benefit individual students and university goals relating to diversity and inclusive excellence. For example, identifying high major GPA candidates during the junior year would facilitate recruitment into our Latin Honors program of promising students who might not otherwise consider writing an honors thesis. High GPA in the major, when combined with lower overall GPA, can help identify talented students who may have had a rocky academic start, may be first-generation college students, or may lack the financial support of their more privileged peers. Often, such students can be extremely successful honors thesis writers. Identifying, recruiting, and mentoring them takes time and energy beyond the basics of academic advising.

**Advisors Should Be Located in Academic Units**

Advisors are key members of the academic team. In IAFS, we consult with advisors on a daily basis (often multiple times a day). They help guide students through a complicated and demanding curriculum, and they help the program make important judgment calls about how students can meet curricular requirements. Locating advisors in academic units will help build relationships among advisors, faculty, and staff and improve overall unit communication and cohesion.

**Conclusion**

Different academic units have their own advising needs and an advising model that best serves their students. As an undergraduate interdisciplinary major, IAFS values embedded advisors with specialized knowledge in areas such as a wide-ranging curriculum and study abroad. Caseload management allows advisors to take a proactive role in identifying and developing student academic opportunities. The overall goal for IAFS is to include advisors as important partners in the work of the academic unit, ensuring a constructive and engaged academic environment for students.